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Label: Domino

English space synth band, Hookworms, have released their third album, Microshift. This very techy, synth-y and can sound like Devo at times. If a person was stuck in a pinball machine, this album is what it would sound like. There is an outlier in the album, The Soft Season, made by what sounds like organs, saxophones and lots of reverb. The vocals sound like Ben Gibbard from Death Cab for Cutie/The Postal Service so it gives it a nice touch. Basically, if you dig music that has an abundance of reverb and compression applied or like Devo’s techy sound then I think you will enjoy this album. I will say, I absolutely love the album art so if you don’t like the music, at least you have something pretty to look at!
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Recommended Tracks:
Ullswater: dancy with some reverb
Each Time We Pass - Dreamy with some tech sounds
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- Alt [1]
- psych [2]
- synth punk [3]